Hi Mark,

Welcome back!

Kim Paton is curating at RAMP this year and has forwarded me your details. We would like to offer you a show at RAMP in 2013 to show your masters work. The slot we have available is the second show of the year - 25th March to 12th April.

Let me know if you can confirm these dates and I’ll lock you into the exhibition planner:-)

It would be great if the publication was ready for the show too. Let me know how you get on with your conversations with David Cook about research funding. Unfortunately we only have a small budget for your show ($400) which will cover the opening with a small sundry materials allocation so unfortunately we won’t be able to help with framing or printing of the publication. But I would imagine that it is something research would fund. Let me know how you get on and if you need any help from me in this regard.

I’ll talk to you more early next year too about arranging a floor talk and/or class visits etc to compliment the show. It will be great to hear from you about your work and the development of your research.

I look forward to hearing back from you to confirm the above dates.

Cheers!

Wendy Richdale
RAMP Gallery Manager